Circadian rhythmicity in levodopa pharmacokinetics in patients with Parkinson disease.
The purpose of this study was to compare daytime and nighttime plasma pharmacokinetics (PK) of levodopa in patients with Parkinson disease. Four-hour plasma profiles of levodopa were captured in 8 patients with Parkinson disease after the second daily levodopa dose and after the identical dose at bedtime. Patients were fasting 2 hours before and 2 hours after dose intakes, except standardized amounts of tap water. Body position was upright during daytime testing and supine during nighttime testing. Four patients were additionally tested at daytime in supine position. The absorption rate was significantly delayed at nighttime dosing. The time at which the maximum peaks occurred was delayed from 25 (15-240) to 105 (20-240) minutes, respectively. Maximum concentrations were significantly lower at night, but the plasma exposure (area under the curve, 0-4 hours) was unaffected. Supine daytime plasma PK was in between day and night results. There is a slower absorption rate of levodopa during nighttime, probably related to delayed gastric emptying. However, the extent of absorption and bioavailability were unaffected. As the effect of posture on plasma PK was less than the effect of nighttime, this study suggests that the circadian rhythm has a pronounced effect on gastric emptying and absorption rate. Nevertheless, body position may also be an important factor, and it can be recommended that levodopa tablets be taken in upright position that probably should be sustained for at least 30 minutes.